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Scope - Stainless Steel toilet partitions are
constructed of two sheets of satin stainless steel
bonded together before attaching die drawn
molding on all four sides of panels. Mitered
reinforcements fused to corners for added
structural strength. Fillers shall be General's
Ribcore sound-deadening insulation.
Doors & Panels - Will be 1” thick
50 Series Pilasters - Will be 1 1/4” thick.
Pilasters are to be anchored to the overhead
member (which member is to be supplied by
others) with standard 3/8” threaded rod, hex nut,
and washer to provide vertical adjustment and
necessary strength.
Hardware - To be heavy casting non-ferrous alloy,
chrome-plated. Toilet compartment will be
provided with all hardware and fasteners for a
complete installation for a standard installation with
masonry block walls and concrete floors.
Standard Brushed Diamond Textured
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel

Leather Grain
Stainless Steel

Brackets - Chrome plated stirrup brackets. Single
ear will be used at pilaster to wall and end panel to
walls. Double ear brackets will be used at
intermediate panel to walls. U brackets will be use
for panels to back of pilasters.
Door Hardware - Cutout inset type hinges work on
opposing nylon cams. Top pivot pin, mounted within
door having bearing points above and below hinge
brackets. To be secured to pilaster with thru-bolts.
ADA doors will be provided with paddle type
concealed latch (with emergency access requiring no
twisting motion), ADA coat hook, double sided door
pull, and door bumper. Standard doors will be
provided with concealed latch and combination coat
hook / bumper.
Shoes - To be 3” high, .031 stainless steel.

Hinge Options
___Chrome Plated Cutout Inset (Standard)
___Stainless Steel Cutout Inset
___Continuous Aluminum Spring Hinge (GXA2000)
___Continuous Stainless Steel Spring Hinge (JN2000)
___Continuous Stainless Steel Gravity Hinge (JN7789)
Door Hardware Options
___Chrome Plated Concealed Latch w/ Keeper (Standard)
___Chrome Plated Concealed Latch w / SS Keeper
___Chrome Surface Slide Latch & Keeper **
___Stainless Steel Surface Slide Latch & Keeper **
(** Note: Slide Latches can ONLY be used with
Continuous Hinges to allow Emergency Access)

Bracket Options
___Chrome Plated Stirrup Brackets (Standard)
___Stainless Steel Stirrup Brackets
___Continuous Aluminum Brackets
___Continuous Stainless Steel Brackets
Other Options
___Aluminum Privacy Strips
___Cutouts

